FIXTURE CARDS & BOOKLETS
Bowls clubs generally publish their fixtures on small single or tri-folded cards. We have
found that an A6 sized card or booklet is the most convenient size to use, fitting into
almost any pocket or handbag. These would also be ideal for any organisation that has
regular fixtures.
FIXTURE CARDS.
We print fixture cards on quality 220gsm white card using smudge and run free, digital
laser printers. Generally, we are able to fit all the clubs details onto a single A5
landscape card which closes to the handy A6 size. The four A6 faces could contain:
FRONT: Club Name, Logo, Address, contact details and Affiliations.
BACK:
Fixtures overflow, Committee contacts, Members name and miscellaneous
details.
INSIDE: Seasons full fixture list.
FIXTURE BOOKLETS & HANDBOOKS.
If required, the fixture cards can contain additional information by inserting pages inside
the fixture card to form a stapled A6 booklet. All inserted pages are printed on quality
white 100gsm paper. For a price on handbooks please contact us with your details.

PRICING: (any quantity)
Initial Layout … up to:
£25.00
(Applies only if logo artwork is reqd.)
Annual Layout … :
£25.00
(Applies once each season, provided
Fixture Card & Diary cover is same.

Fixture Diary …
:
Fixture Card (Full Colour) … :
Fixture Card (Black/White) … :
Supplement Diaries …
:
Advert Preparation Fee …
:
(No fee if artwork supplied ready to

£1.15
£0.50
£0.35
£1.15
£POA
use)

each
each
each
each

ORDERING.
The initial ordering process for Fixture Cards, Booklets and Diaries requires a two - four
week layout and setup period. This only applies to your first order and it may be
possible to fast track. Once the initial layout has been approved and you have provided
your details, we will print two finished samples for proof reading, this takes
approximately one week. After the proofs have been accepted it will take a maximum of
two weeks to complete your order.
PLEASE NOTE: All references to ‘time frames’ are for guidance only. Many factors can
impact on the actual time your order will take. If we foresee any problems with
completing your order by the date required we will notify you immediately. In all cases
we endeavour to complete orders promptly, before their required dates.
For more information concerning fixture cards, booklets, handbooks, diaries or the
ordering process, please contact us on: 01438 237844 or email: gdcs@ntlworld.com

To order please Tel: 01438 237844 or email: gdcs@ntlworld.com

FIXTURE DIARIES
FIXTURE DIARIES.
The Fixture Diary has been designed to be flexible,
allowing for adaptation to suit almost any situation.
It combines regular diary pages with a fixture card
cover and is printed throughout with the seasons
fixtures. Clubs can buy fixture cards to send to
their opponents and/or diaries plus fixture cards for
their members.
ADVERTISING.
Diaries offer the potential to include advertising. By
seeking sponsorship through advertisements, clubs
can easily cover the cost of purchasing the diaries.
But, with sufficient sponsorship there is potential to
raise funds for your club.
The diaries begin and end in accordance with the
current season and are limited to a maximum of 18
pages (36 sides). The pages are printed in black &
white on 100gsm paper and the covers are in full
colour on 220gsm card.
WINTER or SUMMER SUPPLEMENT.
The fixture diary has been designed to cover just
the seasons dates, so to assist those who require a
diary for the remainder of the year we also offer
the winter and/or summer supplement diaries.
The supplements are in the same format as the
fixture diaries but with dates that overlap at the
start and finish of the fixture diary making them
the ideal companion.
They can have a standard cover or use your clubs
diary cover. Uses include presentation as highest
winning rink rewards or simply sold from within
your clubhouse to help with fund raising.
PLEASE NOTE:
Supplement diaries do not contain any additional
printing they cover the ‘out of season’ dates and
cannot be customised or contain advertisements.
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To order please Tel: 01438 237844 or email: gdcs@ntlworld.com

